A general estimation model is defined i n which t w o observations are available; one being a noisy version o f the transmitted signal, while the other is a noisy filtered and delayed version o f the same transmitted signal. T h e time-varying delay and the filter are unknown quantities t h a t must be estimated. A j o i n t estimator is proposed. It is composed o f an adaptive delay element in conjunction with a transversal adaptive filter. The same error signal is used by the two adaptive algorithms t o adjust the delay element and the filter such t h a t the minimum mean squared error is attained. T w o joint gradient-based adaptation algorithms are studied. T h e joint steepest-descent (SD) algorithm is first inves- 
Introduction
Estimating the time delay between t w o continuous versions o f the same signal. each corrupted by uncorrelated noise components, has been the subject o f many research efforts over recent years. In this paper, we consider the more difficult model i n which the delayed path is subject t o frequency dependent attenuation The corresponding discrete-time model is o f the f o r m Examples of such systems are encountered i n system modelling problems, where the unknown system often has an impulse response that can be modelled as a pure time delay i n series with a linear filter, as is the case in geophysical exploration, echo cancelling or multipath communication channels.
This paper presents an analysis o f joint delay estimation and system estimation based on the minimum mean squared error (MMSE) performance index, when the system estimation is specifically performed by an adaptive transversal filter and the delay estimation is accomplished independently from this filter. by an adaptive delay element. A joint steepest-descent algorithm and a j o i n t L M S algorithm are investigated in tracking mode. The assumption o f tracking mode is important because it is then assumed acquisition was initially performed, in order to bring the estimate close t o its optimum value.
The principal contributions o f this paper are the generalization o f existing gradient-based time delay estimation without reference filtering 11(71), as proposed i n [l] and the analysis o f a new joint algorithm for the synchronization o f the input and the reference signals used by an adaptive filter. T h e joint steepest-descent and L M S algorithms that we investigate in this paper are generalizations o f joint clock phase recovery and adaptive equalization based o n LMS phase tracking, as proposed in [2] (see also [3] ), since we allow not only the sampling phase, but also the sampling period t o be tracked and since we consider general signals. Our joint algorithms are not based on the assumption that the input signal and the reference signal fed t o an adaptive filter are sampled with the same clock period They also allow the tracking o f time-varying delays in the reference path by a process separated f r o m the adaptive filter.
which itself is free t o perform the task o f modeling the linear filter h ( n ) or its inverse
The General Theory
Depending on the problem a t hand, the operator L~,,,(,,)[s(n)] can take the f o r m o f the filtering o f a delayed version o f s(n) or the form o f a filter followed by a delay. T h e former configuration is defined as a Type I system and the latter as a Type II system. These t w o definitions also apply t o the joint adaptive estimator. Note that the t w o types o f systems are equivalent if the corresponding delay is constant with time.
T h e adaptive filter is a finite length transversal filter, with weight vector w,. It is desired that the reference delay value D, be estimated separately f r o m the adaptive filter, by an adaptive delay element d,, cascaded with the filter in Type I or Type II form. In joint MMSE delay estimation and adaptive filtering, the mean squared error (MSE) surface is searched by both the adaptive filter estimation algorithm and the delay estimation one. In system identifica- ] and the resulting signal is subtracted from yz(n) in order t o form the error signal. In inverse filtering (equalization), yz(n) is passed through an estimate o f L-~*,h-i(~)!(n)]
and compared t o yl(n). In general, the output o f the adaptive branch can be defined as y(n) and the reference signal as ~( n ) .
Then the error signal is defined as and the M S E function, a t time n, as
(3)
T h e joint estimation can be thought o f as taking place into a vector space made o f a weight vector subspace and a delay subspace. T h e MSE function can take the following t w o forms, depending on the type o f system where the superscript H denotes complex conjugate transpose and Re(.) is the real value operator, T is the sampling period, &?(n, m) is the autocorrelation function o f the reference signal for the specific problem at hand. In a Type I system, R, is the autocorrelation matrix o f u(nT -d n ) , the delayed adaptive branch input. In a Type I1 system, R is the autocorrelation matrix o f the adaptive filter input u(n). T h e vector pn is the cross-correlation vector between the same inputs and the reference signal. In a Type I system, each component o f the adaptive filter input vector can experience a different delay, and the autocorrelation matrix is time-varying. In a Type II system, the delay d,, is assumed transferred t o the reference branch, such that there is no delay between the adaptive filter output and the error signal. Note also that the vector p,L depends o n dn in both types o f systems.
In the weight vector subspace, the MSE function is a quadratic surface [4] . 
The Joint Steepest-Descent Algorithm
W n + l = wn -P vw, En
The simplest j o i n t gradient algorithm is the first order one, which takes the general form 
T h e Steepest-Descent D e l a y T r a c k i n g A l g o r i t h m
T h e particular case treated in this section is such that the adaptive filter has fully adapted t o the characteristics of h(n) and is at least as long as the impulse response h(n). For high signal-to-noise ratios, the ith adaptive filter coefficients w,;, a t iteration n. is approximately o f the form
where h(i) is the ith weight o f the reference path filter. Since we assume the algorithm i n tracking mode, the delay tracking algorithm can be linearized by is not t o o restrictive and is applicable t o systems in which the reference filter h ( n ) varies slowly. T h e stability range for U is 0 < (Y < 2/i, (13) (15) 
The Joint LMS Algorithm
In practice, the gradient and derivative functions used in the SD algorithm
In the joint LMS algorithm, the MSE function c,, 
Analysis f o r t h e LMS D e l a y E s t i m a t o r in Tracking Mode
The L M S delay tracking algorithm is analyzed in terms o f convergence of the delay estimate, in the mean and in the mean square The following analysis parallels and extends that o f Messer 111. 
D) + q~u ( n T -D). (2)
T h e first term on the right is defined as the optimum output ? ( T I ) , since i t represents the adaptive branch output for perfect modelling in the MSE sense T h e second term on the right is defined as the output steady-state noise Define ?,,,,,,(it, l)) as the error between the optimum adaptive branch and the reference branch, i e. 
Defining the derivative noise as 
where the prime denotes a derivative with respect t o the correlation argument Equation (29) simplifies to 
which is one half the maximum adaptation constant allowed by (39).
Analysis for the L M S Adaptive Filter in Tracking Mode
As with the LMS delay tracking algorithm, the LMS weight vector adaptive algorithm can be analyzed i n terms o f convergence i n the mean and the mean square o f the weight vector estimate. 
Convergence in the Mean of the Weight Vector Estimate is

Convergence in the Mean Square of the Weight Vector Estimate
T h e weight noise vector covariance matrix K,(n + 1). at iteration 71 + 1.
is computed i n this section and a condition for its convergence, i n the matrix norm sense, t o a finite steady-state value is established. From (20) and the definition of 7,. the noise vector can be written as
(48) Then, proceeding as i n [4]. K,(n + 1) can be computed t o be
Except (53)
Combining (38), (41) and (52) 
Excess Mean-Squared Error and
Discussion (46). (51)-(52). (56) and (60). T h e main results o f Section 4 are expressed by (33), (38). (39). (40). (41).
T h e first point t o note is the fact that, as long as the delay estimation algorithm is convergent in the mean square (uss is finite), the conditions for convergence of the LMS adaptive filter (46) and (51) are identical t o the usual conditions for a similar adaptive filter operating alone, i.e. the convergence depends solely o n the eigenvalues o f the input signal autocorrelation matrix. Note also that, because o f the adaptive delay element, the weight vector estimate is biased.
Another point t o note is that the convergence o f the LMS adaptive delay element depends on the input signal power &"(O) and the minimum MSE <min.
T h e expression (40) for the delay estimate variance is complicated by the presence of the adaptive filter-related terms. The delay estimate variance is also encountered i n the excess MSE and misadjustment expressions of (56) and (60) Once the delay variance is computed, these t w o quantities are seen t o be function o f t w o terms specific t o the adaptive delay element and t o the adaptive filter, respectively, and o f a cross-product term (note that the delay specific term being function o f us5, it is indirectly function o f the adaptive filter) Note that the expressions f o r d and Fix are identical t o those obtained for the respective adaptive algorithms operating alone [l] , [4] . T h e cross-product terms (2; and Acid' are essentially the result o f gradient and derivative estimation noise in the t w o j o i n t adaptation processes. For stationary input and reference processes, the estimation noise in one adaptive algorithm is increased by the gradient estimation noise present i n the other adaptive system. Therefore, the total misadjustment M is not merely the sum o f the adaptive delay element and adaptive filter misadjustment expressions Md and M', but also includes a term due t o the joint estimation noise.
It is important t o keep i n mind that all the results o f Section 4 were derived for an adaptive Type I system in which the delay d, applies t o every sample o f U,. If the delay adaptation is slow enough, the results in the previous sections can be applied t o the case where each sample o f U, experiences a different delay.
Simulation Results
T h e performance o f a system identification Type I configuration has been simulated with a spectrally white input signal s(n). Table 1 shows the measured excess MSE and misadjustment for different adaptation conditions and a SNR o f 10 dB. T h e theoretical misadjustment. as given in (60). is also given as lzfti, T h e cross-product term MdMf being a second order component, its effect is therefore small or negligible, as can be seen from the fact that is always approximately equal t o the sum o f ELx and [tx. Fig. 5 illustrates the type of learning curve obtained after a unit step occurs i n the reference delay.
Table 1
It is noted in the simulations that if the adaptive filter has a time constant o f adaptation on the same order o f the adaptive delay time constant, the refere'nce delay tends t o be compensated by both adaptive systems, and the delay element converges t o a value different than the reference value. This effect is illustrated i n Fig. 6 for a delay element with a = 0.5 and for one with a = 0 1. when a unit delay step is applied in the reference branch
Conclusion
In this paper, we have studied in some details the joint SD and joint L M S algorithms for time delay estimation and adaptive filtering. The convergence t o a multitude o f stationary points was established and the tracking behaviour o f the t w o algorithms was investigated. T h e coupling between the t w o LMS adaptive algorithms was shown t o give a misadjustment expression equal to the sum o f the individual misadjustments and a cross-product term. These expressions can be used t o obtain a theoretical view o f the application of such algorithms i n specific environments. ---------_ _ -- 
